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Broadmedia Technologies Co., Ltd. (head office: Minato-ku, Tokyo; President: Toshihito Kubo), 
a subsidiary of Broadmedia Corporation, finalized a partnership agreement with BroadBand 
Security, Inc. (head office: Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo; President: Akira Mochizuka), which provides 
total security services, and they have now begun providing 24-hours-a-day / 365-days-a-year 
MSS (Managed Security Service) for our cloud-based WAF/DDoS solution service. 
 
The cloud-based WAF/DDoS solution service is an innovative solution for cloud computing 
that protects applications from Web attacks including the top 10 vulnerabilities of The Open 
Web Application Security Project (OWASP), and also takes countermeasures against DDoS 
attacks. 
 
This collaboration allows us to add the SOC (Security Operation Center), which monitors 
cyber-attacks 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, and the Managed Security Services (MSS), 
which cover consulting and operation services, to the options of our cloud-based 
WAF/DDoS solution service, which has already been adopted at many companies, and 
with which we can now provide comprehensive security solutions. Providing the MSS as 
an optional service means that users will not need expertise and 24/7 monitoring anymore, 
and can receive notifications and respond to inquiries in Japanese, which will not only lower 
the barriers for its introduction but also reduce operational loads. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[About BroadBand Security, Inc.] 
 

Launch of the 24/7/365 Manned Monitoring Environment for Web Servers, 
Under Partnership Agreement with BroadBand Security, Inc. 

Broadmedia Corporation 
Broadmedia Technologies 



Company name: Broadband Security, Inc. 
Address:  Nomurafudosan Nishi-Shinjuku-Kyodo Bldg.4F, 8-5-1  

Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 
Established:  November 30, 2000 
President and CEO: Akira Mochizuka 
Business outline: Broadband Security, Inc. is a total security service provider that 

provides diagnostic, operation, maintenance, and digital forensic 
services for IT security. Under the goal of making IT networks in 
Japan the most robust in the world, it has supported security for 
IT services at various companies from major companies and 
telecommunications carriers to IT venture firms by utilizing 
high-level technological capabilities, a wealth of experience, and a 
wide range of information collecting abilities since its 
establishment in November 2000. 

URL： https://www.bbsec.co.jp/  
 
 
【MSS（Managed Security Services）】 
The MSS is a comprehensive security management service that provides SOC-as-a-service, 
monitoring unauthorized access and attacks on a 24-hours-a-day / 365-days-a-year basis 
on behalf of the representative at the customer that has introduced our security product 
and taking appropriate actions when an incident occurs, as well as various analytical and 
consulting services based on the data collected from monitoring traffic. 
 

 

 
The names of companies, products, and services in this announcement are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective 
owners. 
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